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A b s t r a c t - -  Hyperbolic conservation laws with source terms arise in many applications, especially 
as a model for geophysical flows because of ~the gravity, and their numerical approximation leads to 
specific difficulties. In the context of finite-volume schemes, many authors have proposed to upwind 
sources at interfaces, the U.S.I. method, while a cell-centered treatment seems more natural. This 
note gives a general mathematical formalism for such schemes. We define consistency and give a 
stability condition for the U.S.I. method. We relate the notion of consistency to the "well-balanced" 
property, but its stability remains open, and we also study second-order approximations, as well as 
error estimates. The general case of a nonuniform spatial mesh is particularly interesting, motivated 
by two-dimensional problems set on unstructured grids. (~) 2004 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved. 
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1. I N T R O D U C T I O N  


We consider the Cauchy problem for a scalar conservation law, in one-space dimension, 


Otu ÷ O~A(u) ÷ B(x,u)  -= 0, t e l~+, x e R, (1) 


u(Oi x) = uo(x) e LP(~), 1 <_ p < ÷oc, (2) 


with u(t, x) e ~ and we set a(u) = A'(u) e CI(R). We focus our analysis on the source terms 
given by 


B(x,u)  = z'(x)b(u), b e C1(~), a(u) e L¢¢ (JR), (3) 


z '  E LP(]R) N L ~ ( ~ ) ,  for some 1 _< p < +~c. 


This is suggested by the usual application of hyperbolic conservation laws as simple mathe- 
matical models for geophysical flows: in the case of the Saint-Venant equations for shallow water, 
for instance, z(x) describes the bot tom topography (see e.g., [1,2]). 


Equation (1) is endowed with the family of entropy inequalities, in the distributional sense, 


OrS(u) + O~(u) + S'(u)B(x,  u) < O, U'(u) = S'(u)a(u),  (4) 


for any pair of a convex entropy function S and corresponding entropy flux ~ (refer to [3-5]) and 
we are interested in computing the entropy solutions which means that  we wish to use solvers 
(denoted by A below) satisfying the E condition [6] even though it does not appear as a necessary 
condition for our results. With the assumptions mentioned above, Kru~kov's method [7] can be 
applied to prove existence and uniqueness of the entropy solution to (1),(2), in the functional 
space C(]~+; L 1(1~)) A L~((0,  T) × ~). This relies on the L 1-control of the space translations and 
the contraction property of problem (1),(2). 


In comparison with the homogeneous case, the analytical properties of equation (1) are mod- 
ified by the source term. In particular, a significant difference is the occurrence of nonconstant 
stationary solutions, resulting from the balance between source term and internal forces. By 
integrating the stationary equation associated with (1), according to (3); we obtain an algebraic 


relation for smooth steady-state solutions, 


D(u(x)) ÷ z(x) = C ~t, D'(u) - ~(u)" (5) 


It  is now accepted that  suitable numerical approaches to problem (1),(2) should preserve the 
steady-state solutions (5), or some discrete versions at least, with enough accuracy. There are 
several advantages to do so. In many applications, one wishes to compute small perturbations 
of such steady states; schemes which do not preserve steady states exhibit a bad time decay 
towards these solutions. A better stability condition is generally obtained (the source term may 
not affect the CFL condition, as seen below). One wishes to keep the physical property that  the 
value u(x) of the steady states is only determined by z(x) values (in the case D is monotonic), 
These properties axe not satisfied by centered schemes applied to the source term and thus other 
methods have been proposed in the literature. All of them are based on the principle of upwinding 
sources at interfaces (the U.S.I. method). This idea of U.S.I. schemes was first used in the context 
of reacting flows (see [8-10], for instance), then the source does not depend on z-and a conclusion 
was that  it is enough to introduce a correction of the flux solver to take into account the source. 
In the context of gravity driven flows, many authors arrived at the conclusion that  it is necessary 
to split and thus upwind the source itself at interfaces, see [1,11-19]. This yields interesting 
questions from a theoretical point of view. 


In this note, we formalize the U.S.I. method in full generality and we isolate the new mathe- 
matical concepts that  are needed for the convergence analysis. We first present the formalism of 
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the U.S.I. method, and define a general notion of consistency and a possible notion of stability. 
The interest here is for nonuniform meshes, since stability is not always true, as we show on a 
counterexample. Then, we indicate the relations with well-balanced schemes and we also propose 
appropriate second-order extensions. 


2. T H E  U . S . I .  M E T H O D  


In this section, we consider the finite-volume method for treating numerically hyperbolic sys- 
tems of conservation laws, and the consistency analysis presented here extends to systems even 
though we restrict our notations to the scalar case. This method is robust and presents the 
advantage to be conservative (refer, elg., to [4,20]). We set up a mesh on R made up of cells 
Ci = [x~-1/2, xi+u2),  with center x~, cell interfaces x~+1/2 and nonuniform length Axi ,  for i E Z. 
We set h = supiez Axe. Then, we construct a piecewise constant approximation of the function 
z(x) on the mesh, whose coefficients are z¢ = (1/Axe) fc, z(x) dx. We also introduce a time- 
step At and we set tn = n a t ,  n E N; therefore, we have to consider an additional restrictions on 
the ratio A t / A x i ,  the usual CFL condition, to guarantee numerical stability. In this framework, 
the discrete unknowns are expected to be approximations of the cell-averages of the solution, 
u~' ~-, (1/Axi) fc~ u(tn, x) dx, i • Z (the conservative quantities are cell-centered), while the nu- 
merical fluxes are defined at the interfaces of the mesh. On the other hand, departing from 
discrete data, we reconstruct the piecewise constant function uh(t, x) = u'~, t • Its, tn+~), x • C~. 
The general fully explicit, three points, U.S.I. scheme for equation (1) reads 


f x i  n 
At - + A,- + + 6 ° , -  ~+1/2 = 0. (6) 


The numerical fluxes are usual consistent approximations of the analytical flux function, 


Ai~+l/2 = A (u?, ui~+l), A e C 1, A(u,  u) = A(u),  (7) 


and they can be chosen in the general class of E-schemes (see [5], for instance). Because of the 
choice of source terms in form (3), the function z(x) is defined up to a constant. Therefore, 
without loss of generality, we assume that  the Source term is discretized by 


B ~'* = 6 ± ( A x ~ , A x , + l ; u ~ , u ¢ \ l , z ~ + l -  z~) B* ~ C ~, i-F1~2 
(8) 


6±(h , k ;u , v ,O)  = O, (h,k;u,v ,O) = 06± (h,k;u ,v ,O)  = O. 


The dependency only upon z~+l - zi is natural, because the problem is unchanged when adding 
a constant to z. Also, the last condition is natural when problem (1)-(3) becomes homogeneous, 
namely, z'(x) = 0, since the scheme (6)-(8) reduces to the usual finite-volume approximation 
for scalar conservation laws. Such a discretization is also upwin-ded, in the sense that  6~-+1/2 
represents the contribution of the waves coming from the left of the interface xi+l/2 and moving 
towards the cell Ci with nonpositive velocity, while 6++1/2 represents the waves moving forward 
from the right of the interface xi+l/2 with nonnegative velocity. 


When the spatial mesh is not regular, a general notion of consistency for the U.S.I. method is 
not obvious to formulate. 


DEFINITION 1. A U.S.L scheme (6)-(8) is consistent with equation (1) if, locally uniformly in 
(u, h, k), it hotflsl 


lira 6+ (h, k; u, u, A) + 6 -  (h, k; u, u, A) = b(u). (9) 
~-~o A 


The following result constitutes a first stage for the convergence analysis of the U.S.I. method 


and extends the classical Lax-Wendroff theorem [21]. We note that  it is valid for systems as well. 
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THEOREM 1. Consider a U.S.I. scheme (6)-(8), which satisfies the consistency condition (9). We 
assume, for various constants C: the CFL condition A t  < Ch, that  ][uh[[L~oc(~+×~) ~ C and that 


u u > u in L~oc(]~ + x ]~), as h -~ O. We also assume either that, for all bounded subsets ~ of 
I~+ x R, it holds 


E ( A x i + A x i + l ) [ u i ~ l - u ? [  .>0, a s h - ~ 0 ,  (10) 
(n,i)cKa 


where Kn denotes the set of indices such that (tn, Xi) E ~; or weak regularity of the mesh, namely 


3a,  fl > O, so that aAxi+l  < Ax~ <_ flAxi+1, Vi E Z. (11) 


Then u is a weak solution to the initial values problem (1), (2). 


The proof  of Theorem 1 applies s tandard arguments  for homogeneous systems of conservation 
laws, adapted  for dealing with the source term. We refer to [22] for details. We point out 
tha t  the definition of consistency (9) for the source t e rm does not imply tha t  the consistency 
error vanishes, in finite-volume sense. Indeed, due to the choice of a nonuniform spatial mesh, 
the space-step Axi could be very different from the length IX~+l - xil of an interfacial interval. 
Therefore, s tandard  techniques for uniform mesh (see e.g., [5,20]) do not apply  in this case and the 
additional hypothesis (10) or (11) is required to control the spatial  variations of the numerical 
solution in comparison with the cells of the mesh. Two examples il lustrate the opt imali ty  of 
Theorem 1. 


EXAMPLE 1. We consider A = `4 = 0, b(u) --- 1, and z'(x) =- C st in equation (1). We set up 
Axi = h for i even, Axi = hi2 for i odd, and the discretization for the source t e rm is given by 


A 
B -  (u, v, A) = B+ (u, v, A) = ~ ,  


independent  of Axi ,  Axi+l .  This is a consistent scheme and the (explicit) discrete solution 
converges weakly but  not s trongly to the solution of (1),(2). With  an additional t e rm b(u), it 
does not converge to the correct limit. 


EXAMPLE 2. We consider A = .4 = 0, b(u) = 1, and z'(x) --- C at in equation (1). We set up 
Ax~ = h for i even, Ax~ = h/2 for i odd, and the discretization for the source t e rm is given by 


)~Axi ~AXi+l  
]~_.kl/2(//,, V, )~) -~ (AXi ~- Axi-kl ) ' ]~/~_1/2(U, V, ~) = (Ax i  "~- A27i+l ) . 


This is a consistent scheme and, again on the explicit solution, one can see tha t  it converges 
strongly. 


This second example enters a general compactness framework, that completes Theorem I, using 
the stability conditions (we do not write the more general condition here, but look for simplicity) 


Ax~ b + (Axe_l,  Axe; ui-1,  ui, zi - z~-l) (z~ - z~- l ) ,  
B+-U2 - Ax i  + Axi -1  


(12) 
• Axi  b- (Axi,  AXi+l; ui, ui+l, zi+l - zi) (Zi+l - zi). 


S ~ l / 2  = AX i-~ A2~i+ 1 


Then,  consistency condition (9) can be rewrit ten as follows: 


hb-(h, k; u, u, 0) + k ~+(h, k; ~, ~, 0) = (h + k)b(~)  (13) 


It implies, by opposition to the more general condition (9), that the truncation error vanishes 
(for nonuniform grids, otherwise, the two conditions are equivalent). Another statement in the 
same direction is as follows. 
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THEOREM 2. Assume that z" E LI(N), b-, b + E C 1, and A is an ordered scheme for the fluxes 
(i.e., A(u,v)  <_ min(A(u),A(v)),  for u < v, and A(u,v)  >_ max(A(u),A(v)) ,  for U > v; refer to 
[23,24]). Then, a U.S.I. scheme with the stability condition (12) satisfies, for T = nAt,  


lui\  - u?[ < lluoilTv( ) + c ( r ,  [Iz'IIBV(R)). 
i6Z 


A specific convergence result which does not involve BV, neither weak BV, bounds is given 
in [16] for uniform grids. But no general theory is available in the ,'weak BV" framework (see [8]), 
and especially for two-dimensional problems set on unstructured grids. We conjecture that either 
the form (12) is enough or, at least, the "well-balanced" property that we relate now to the above 
theory. 


3. W E L L - B A L A N C E D  S C H E M E S  


We now assume that the function D in (5) is strictly monotonic, unbounded from below and 
above (conditions that are not satisfied in the case of systems). For all z', this ensures the 
existence of a unique Lipschitz continuous steady state, or a discrete steady state 


D(ui) + zi = C st, Vi E Z. (14) 


Following [13], the "well-balanced" schemes are the U.S.I. schemes (6)-(8) for which the above 
discrete stationary solutions are preserved. 


LEMMA 1. The U.S.I. method (6)-(8) for problem (1),(2) is well balanced if and onIy if, for all 
u, v, z_, z+ such that D(u) + z_ = D(v) + z+, we have the equalities 


A ( u , v ) - A ( u ) + B - ( u , v , z + - z _ )  = 0 ,  d ( v ) - A ( u , v ) + B + ( u , v , z + - z _ )  =0 .  


In particular, we can see that the mesh size Axi, Axi+1 does not appear in this scheme that 


satisfies this property. 
Several well-balanced schemes have been developed, either by taking the source term into 


account directly in the numerical fluxes (see e.g., [13,16,25]), or by making explicit use of discrete 


relations for the stationary solutions (see e.g., [15,17]). The simplest example, which does not 


extend to systems in practical situations, is to choose 


B~-+l/2 = A (u,, u~-+l ) - X (u,, u ,+l) ,  D (u~-+l) + z~+l -- D (u,) + z,. 


The following result, obtained by means of standard asymptotic expansions, guarantees the 
consistency with equation (i) for wefl-balanced schemes. 


LEMMA 2. A well-balanced scheme, in the sense of Lemma 1, verifies the consistency condi- 
tio  (9). 


Of course, well-balanced schemes do not satisfy the strong condition (12) on nonuniform grids. 
Therefore, a general notion of strong stability is still needed. 


4. S E C O N D - O R D E R  U . S . I .  S C H E M E S  


In practice, higher-order accuracy is needed. We propose two extensions of the finite-volume 
scheme (6)-(8) to second-order approximations. The  difficulty is to take into account second- 
order accuracy on z also, which appears to be essential for practical computations. 


We consider piecewise linear reconstructions of the discrete functions on the mesh, with nu- 
merical derivatives computed by applying an appropriate slope limiter technique (refer to [5]). 
For the sake of simplicity, we consider only first-order discretization in time, but it is easy to 
recover higher-order accuracy by applying Runge-Kutta methods, for instance. 
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A first approach to second-order schemes for the U.S.I. method reads 


A~,At (u~ ÷1 - ~ )  + (A,+I/~ - A ~ _ @  + ~:+~/~ + ~  B ~,~,÷~/~ + A~,B~ = 0, (15) 


where the numerical fluxes A]+I/2 A(un ,+ _ n,-~ ]3n,~: = 134-, n,+ ' n,- = ~'~ i ,Ui+l) and i+1/2 [u i ,u i+t ,z i+  1 - z  +) are 
defined by means of the interracial values 


n,-  n A x i  I A x i  , _ A X i z  , Azi , (16) 
~ = ~ - - - 2 - ~ ,  ~ ' +  = ~ + - 5 - u ~ ,  z ;  = z~ 2 ~' z~ + = z~ + - 5 - z ~ .  


Because of the introduction of piecewise linear approximations of z ( z ) ,  the difference of interracial 
values approximates the second derivative and the upwind diseretization "overtakes" the source 


/ n term (3). An additional centered term B~ = z~b(u~ ), which depends on the cell-averages, is thus 
necessary in (15) to recover the first derivative and to achieve second-order accuracy. 


An alternative approach to obtain second-order extensions of the U.S.I. method is based on 
improving the consistency properties of the discrete source term. We consider piecewise constant 
approximations of the function z ( z )  and piecewise linear reconstructions of the numerical solution 


n ~ ,  n , +  n , - ~  Bn,q- on the mesh, whose interracial values are used to define Ai+l/2  = ~t(u i ,Ui+l) and i+1/2 = 
~ + ,  n,+ n,-- [Ui , Ui+l, Z~+I -- Zi) in the finite-volume,scheme (6), as suggested by the special form of the 
source term (3) given by the product of functions with different orders of derivative. To recover 
second-order accuracy, we assume an improved consistency condition, as in Definition 1: there 
exists a constant C~ such that  


+ B - ( u , u , A )  < c~;~ 2. 
A 


Both second-order methods illustrated above are strictly related, as formally verified by means 
of standard asymptotic expansions on the numerical functions and simple algebraic calculations 
with the differences of discrete interracial values (16). 


Following a remark by Bouchut [26], the property of preserving steady-state solutions is also 
satisfied by the above second-order schemes, when the piecewise linear reconstruction is performed 
on D(u n) and z~ also. Indeed, "symmetric" limiters will then preserve the discrete relation (14). 


The second-order scheme (15) is validated by the numerical results obtained for the steady-state 


solutions of the Saint-Venant equations in [2]. 


5. E R R O R  E S T I M A T E S  F O R  U.S.I .  S C H E M E S  


Deriving error estimates that  confirm the accuracy of second-order schemes faces the specific 
difficulty that,  for transport  equations, only h 1/2 rate of convergence is proved. In order to avoid 
this difficulty, we only discretize the source term, while keeping continuous the transport  terms 
in some kind of extended semidiscrete versions of equation (1) with a linear flux, 


Otu+O~u+B(x,u)=O, teR+, xcR, (lS) 


and 
at~ h + 0 ~  h + B h (x, ~ )  = 0, (19) 


where B h ( x ,  u h) indicates an appropriate diseretization of the source term (3) according to the 
U.S.I. method, by using the cell-averages @ ( t )  = ( l /h)  fc~ ua(  t, x )  dz,  i E Z: 


For simplicity, we use an uniform spatial mesh, i.e. Azi  = h, V i  E Z, and we obtain 


1 uh zi zi-1) + B -  ( i ,  i+l ,zi+l  -- z~)] IIc~(z). (20) 
iEZ 
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THEOREM 3. We assume z E W2'P, 1 < p < +ec, and we consider a numerical source term (20) 


satisfying the first-order consistency condition (9). Then, for all t E •+, we have the first-order 


error e s t ima te  


The convergence properties of second-order schemes are notably affected by the technique used 
to construct piecewise linear approximations of the numerical functions, namely the choice of the 
slope limiter. Without appropriate hypotheses on the coefficients of such approximations, the 
proof of the error estimate fails and numerical evidence shows that the discretization (15) loses 
second-order accuracy. This leads to the use of discrete derivatives computed in the restricted 
class of slope limiters introduced in [27,28]. We refer to [29] for details and for the proof of these 
results. 


THEOREM 4. W i t h  the  above restrictions,  we assume z E W 3'p, 1 ~ p < -~-oo, and we consider the  


numer ica l  source t e rm in (18) defined as in (15). Then ,  for all t E ]~+, we have t h e  second-order 


"error e s t ima te  


\ ./o / 
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